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ADS concepts have been proposed in the last decade for a variety of applications.
However, there is a convergence of interest of several countries and laboratories on the
application of ADS to transmutation ("burning"). This applies to plutonium, and/or minor
actinides (MA) and long-lived fission products (LLFP). As far as the so-called partitioning
and transmutation (P/T) strategies, it was indicated that they can be clarified according to the
option taken with respect to Pu and MA, i.e., a) keep Pu and MA together, b) separate Pu
from MA. Strategy a) gives rise to transmutation concepts with "homogeneous" recycling of
MA in the fuel of "standard" (LWR, Fast Reactors) reactors, or to concepts devoted to
Pu+MA burning (i.e., no fertile materials in the fuel), as in the ATW concepts developed in
the USA. In this last case the absence of fertile nuclides (e.g., U-238) gives rise to cores with
very low peff and near zero Doppler effect. These features have suggested the use of
subcritical core configurations for the burning of pure Pu+MA.

Strategy b) (Pu separated from MA), gives rise to transmutation concepts like
"heterogeneous" recycling (e.g. MA targets to be irradiated in "standard" critical reactors), or
to the "double strata" concept (originally developed at JAERI-Japan), in which MA are
handled in dedicated cores, in a separate stratum of the fuel cycle. These dedicated cores also
show low Peff and Doppler coefficients, and these features practically preclude the option of a
critical core, and here again ADS find a relevant application.

At present several programs are going on ADS: in Japan in the frame of the Joint
Project between KEK and JAERI; in the USA (the Advanced Accelerator Applications,
AAA, initiative); in EUROPE, where activities in 9 countries are coordinated by a European
Technical Working Group (ETWG), chaired by Carlo Rubbia, and where the European Union
is sponsoring and partly funding a dozen of projects (over three years) in different areas of
ADS R&D (nuclear data, neutron physics, materials, fuels and preconceptual designs).
Finally, several laboratories in Russia are also active in the ADS field. As far as the
implications for the definition of nuclear data needs, dedicated subcritical cores should have
new type of fuels (Pu+MA in different proportions). Proposals are being worked out. For
example, composite (such as ceramic-metallic or ceramic-ceramic) fuels are presently under
study. The actinide oxide is dispersed in a metallic matrix (Zr, or W or Mo) or in an oxide
matrix (e.g., MgO). In these cases, reliable data are required for the matrix materials. As far
as coolants, Pb/Bi, Pb, and gas are considered, besides Na. Hard (or very hard) fast neutron
spectrum is required.

As far as realizations, the horizon is 2010-2015 for experimental ADS
(power <20MWth) and 2020-2025 for demonstration experiments at higher power
(>100 MWth).
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As far as LLFP, transmutation strategies in ADS are proposed. Candidates are
129I, 99Tc, 1 3 5CS, but also 79Se, 107Pd, 93Zr etc. At present, there is no clear option for their
transmutation (one needs a high level of thermalized neutrons, support matrixes for target
irradiation, isotopic separations, reprocessing techniques, etc.).

Finally, ADS transmutation will give rise to fuel cycles, where very active materials
will be present. Cm and higher mass isotopes (up to 252Cf!) will be contributors to dose and
neutron source strength. This area will deserve attention in future, in order to define the
relevant data needs.

Recommendations

a) Coordinated work on MA data is still a priority: 241Am, ^" 'Am, ^ A m and Cm
isotopes, since the typical target accuracies required (i.e., ~ 5% for 07, ~ 10% for cc,
~ 15% for Oin) are not yet achieved. In this respect the following recommendations
can be made:

1) Review the consistency of data and eliminate non-physical data (e.g. 242Cm Of and
243Cm oin in ENDF/B-VI).

2) Perform extensive sensitivity studies for significant parameters of the subcritical core
(keff, reactivity coefficients, peak power, dpa gradients etc.) for systems with different
ratios of Pu and MA in the fuel (e.g. Pu/MA=80/20 or = 40/60), for two coolants (e.g.,
Pb/Bi and gas) and for the initial stage and at end of cycle. This will permit
agreement on target accuracies and priorities on a sound basis (to make selected
experiments).

3) Review uncertainties and, more generally, the status of data for the calculation of (3eff,
decay heat, y-heating for the systems mentioned in 2), before suggesting new
experiments.

b) 1) Review the status of data for materials which are potential new candidates as core
support materials (e.g., MgO, Zr, Ti)

2) Same for Pb, Bi, N, 15N (at, a^, aei, Ginei, °nP below 20 MeV).

c) As far as major actinides in the context of transmutation:

1) Review the 242Pu and 238Pu data accuracy, in particular on,y.

2) Assess uncertainty on MA and Pu isotopes c»f in the region 1-20 MeV (required
accuracy: + 5%).


